CLIMMATE
Portable all-in-one precision measuring and reference instrument in pocket size

HUMIDITY- / TEMPERATURE-MEASUREMENT

QUICK FACTS

CLIMMATE
Mobile on-site precision measurement

Battery powered portable instrument for measurement and calibration of humidity and temperature values. With colour touch screen display, data logger and integrated pressure sensor.

ADVANTAGES & BENEFIT

ALL-IN ONE, ACCURATE, SUITABLE AS REFERENCE, COMPACT, EASY TO OPERATE, VERSATILE

The resistive-electrolytic humidity measurement allows an accurate, reproducible and fast detection of humidity values across the whole range including high humidity levels. Thanks to the high measurement accuracy this device is best as a portable reference instrument. The integrated climatic calculator allows also the measuring of other climatic parameters. A data logger and pressure sensors are integrated too. Further external probes for CO2, air speed etc. can be connected.

FEATURES

BATTERY POWERED
PROBES WITH CALIBRATION DATA STORAGE
SUITABLE FOR HIGH HUMIDITY
HIGH ACCURACY & ROBUST SENSORS
WITH DATA LOGGING FUNCTION
INTEGRATED PRESSURE SENSOR
WITH CLIMATIC PARAMETER CALCULATOR
LARGE GRAPHIC TOUCH-SCREEN DISPLAY
FURTHER EXTERNAL PROBES (CO2, AIR SPEED...)

AREA OF APPLICATIONS

ON-SITE MEASUREMENT & CALIBRATIONS
MOBILE USE OF EACH KIND
AIR CONDITIONING MEASUREMENTS IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES
AND MORE...